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"Eurosmart Cosmopolitan E Special"

Infra-red electronic for concealed thermostatic

shower

∙ with infrared sensor for bi-directional

communication for monitoring, configuration and

servicing

∙ for concealed installation box 36 458 000 and

36 459 000

∙ ergonomic metal handle

∙ GROHE StarLight chrome finish

∙ GROHE SafetyPlus fixed temperature stop

∙ temperature scale handle with pre-adjustable

safety stop between 35°C and 41°C ( calibration

required )

∙ metal temperature safety stop

∙ full unmixed hot or cold water in extreme

handle position for legionella sampling

∙ 7 pre-set programs

∙ auto flush

∙ thermal disinfection

∙ cleaning mode

∙ additional functions and precise settings by

remote control 36 407

∙ CE approved

∙ noise classification 1 in accordance with

DIN4109

"Eurosmart Cosmopolitan E"

Concealed control unit

∙ for shower

∙ with integrated thermostatic mixer

∙ suitable for infra-red set 36 456 000

∙ 2 stop valves

∙ non-return valves with filters

∙ connection housing for power supply

∙ with transformer 100-240 V AC, 50-60

Hz, 6.75 V DC

∙ allows for waterproofing of wall

construction surrounding the concealed body

∙ with sealing sleeve

36459000 (Mounting box)

Dimensions L120 x W98 x W195 mm

GROHE (Germany) "Eurosmart Cosmopolitan E Special"

Chrome plated concealed thermostat shower mixer with infra-

red electronic sensor and mounting box

36456000 (Thermostat mixer)
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Illustration/ DrawingItem Descriptions

Chrome PlatedMaterial

Model

Supplier

Manufacturer GROHE Limited

Acme Sanitary Ware Co. Ltd
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